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My discipline is the history of religions 
(including its interface with historical 
sociology, political history, and historical 
ethics). I focus on the Tamil and Sanskrit 
religious texts of South India, especially those 
of the Hindu tradition called Shrivaishnavism 
(SV). 
 
In addition, I am interested in cross-cultural 
studies and have published widely on both 
gender  and ethics from a comparative, 
historical perspective. To bring greater 
empiricism and clarity to the definition of 
religion, I have developed (with Paul 
Nathanson) a model of contemporary 
worldviews on a continuum consisting of 
Traditional Religions, New Age Religions, 
Spirituality Movements, Religious Secularity, 
and Secularity. 
  

Research Overview 

      
      

  

On the one hand, Shrivaisnava in-group solidarity is promoted by the concept of the family (kula) of devotees -- 
which includes all castes (and outcastes) as well as both men and women --reversals of hierarchies, promotion of 
service to the community, inclusion of both Sanskrit and Tamil scriptures and identity markers, and syncretism 
that draws from other religions and  local tribal and village cultures. On the other hand, there is a out-group 
hostility to other religious groups (Shaiva, Buddhist, Jain) expressed in competitive myths based on tensions that 
go far back in the interactive history of Indian religions but are especially virulent in medieval South India.  
 
The situation is more complicated than in-group/out-group dynamics, however, for intra-group solidarity based 
on a theology of inclusiveness has been periodically challenged by reassertion of caste hierarchies and those, in 
turn, periodically rebuffed. Inter-group conflict, moreover, rarely resulted in religious wars on account of Indic 
theories of just kingship, royal patronage, “contained” warfare, and tolerance (including strategies for defusing 
inter-religious tensions). 
 
The modern period provides another interesting test case for in-group/out-group interaction. From my 
interviews with SV non-Brahmins against the background of modernity, I find non-Brahmins now using SV 
inclusive theology to chastise Brahmins for not being good, inclusive SVs but also, ironically, to reaffirm their own 
caste identities in new caste-based associations (sabhas) to achieve political clout (and affirmative action 
benefits) albeit still in the name of inclusive Shrivaishnavism.  
 
I hope to explore how SV devotional, temple-oriented religion defies easy categorization of in-group solidarity 
and out-group conflict because of various cross-cutting group loyalties and state-religion interactions, which may 
differ according to historical context but which may also be predictable once we understand the variables 
involved. 
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